Let G be a real connected semi-simple Lie group with finite center, and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. The quotient space X = G/K is then a symmetric space (of non-compact type). Assume that X is a symmetric domain. Consider a discrete subgroup F of G such that T\G is compact and V has no fixed point in X. Take a representation p: G -> GL(F) of G in a real vector space F, such that p leaves invariant a nonsingular alternating form j8 on G. Suppose that p\ r leaves invariant a lattice L in F, and that the form /3 takes integer values on LxL.
From the data {G, K, X, F, p, F, j3, L) Kuga has constructed an algebraic variety V, fibred by a family of abelian varieties, when p satisfies an additional condition.
In this paper the cohomology of the fiber variety V is studied. The cohomology of V is bigraded by the Kahler structure of V, and also by the fiber structure of V. In §1 it is shown that the Kahler and fiber bigradings: In §3 this decomposition is related to the work of Matsushima and Murakami, ([5] ) when the representation p satisfies a certain 412 RITA HALL condition. In §4 is studied the special case G = SL(2,R) N , using results of Matsushima and Shimura [7] . The dimensions of the non-zero H* This result used in the proof of the Hodge conjecture for the fiber variety V over an algebraic curve associated to an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q.
CO

Preliminaries.
First recall the construction of the fiber variety V. Let G,K,X, and F be as above. The quotient space U = F\X is then a compact complex manifold, and Kodaira has shown it is a Hodge manifold. Let B be an N x N integral skew-symmetric matrix with detB/O, and suppose there exists a representation p: G-*Sp(B) = {MEGL(NR):
l MBM = B} such that 9 | r : F-> GL (JV,Z). Denote the representation space R N by F and the lattice Z N by L. Form the semidirect product GF by defining (g,M)(g',M / ) = (gg',p(g)w / +w). The group GF acts on XxF in a natural way, and TL is a discrete subgroup of GF which acts onXxF properly discontinuously and without fixed points. The quotient space V = FL\XxF is then a compact manifold. The projection V->U makes V a fiber bundle over U.
Let © and k denote the Lie algebras of G and K respectively, and let ® = k + p be the Cartan decomposition of © with respect to k. Then one can show there exists an N x N matrix S such that t MSM = S} 4. 'dp (X)S = Sdp (X), X e k The pair {£, S) is called a symplectic pair, and every such pair is conjugate to the pair
H-l W4
that is, there exists a real NxjV matrix T such that 'TBT = J and TST = 1 N . The mapping M-A T^MT gives an isomorphism of Sp(B) onto Sp(/) and induces an isomorphism ---, g N } is the usual coordinate system on F = R N . This notation will also be used for differential forms; e.g., dg --;d b ) , put Several definitions are needed. Let @ c be the complexification of the Lie algebra of G. The representation p: G->GL{F) induces a representation p c : G-> GL(F)CGL(F C ) and a Lie algebra representation p = dp c : ©c-> GL(F C ). The isomorphism (2) 
Put Xj=X ] Ep. = p + .
To co E ffl Proof. Since rj is of type (a u a 2 ) and the action of ad(Z) on p determines, via the projection G-»X, the complex structure on X, one sees that rju = 0 unless |/| = ai and |/| = a 2 . Since one sees that the form takes values in V blb2 . Now The following theorem is now immediate. This assumption allows the application of some results of Matsushima and Murakami ([5] ) to the study of the spaces W a * a * h *\ Let 2 be the root system of ® c with respect to a Cartan subalgebra contained in fc c . Choose an ordering of the roots such that the roots belonging to p+ are positive. Let S + (resp., S~) denote the set of positive (resp. negative) roots. Let if/ denote the set of positive noncompact roots and let 0 denote the set of positive compact roots. Let W be the Weyl group of © c > and let W x be the Weyl group of fc c , considered as a subgroup of W. Let J?i be the involution in W x satisfying R X 6 = -0. For TEW put <f> T = T(T)n% + , and put (^T) = 2 aG^T a. Let 8=& aEl+ a.
'(g-1 )(l J Let p'(g) = (£ ^ ), r' = r'(gk) and / = '(Ci + D)\
Then (<I> T )=8-T8. Let W = {T E W: fa Cif/}. Let n(T) = Card($(T)
). There is a direct sum decomposition Now consider F to be a fc c -module by restricting the differential of the representation p A to the subalgebra k c of © c -Let F* be irreducible Jfcc-submodule of F with highest weight /JL. Let I)(A, JJL, S, T) = {CeF^P'^^O^: C is "harmonic"}. Let A ; denote the lowest weight of the representation p A . In [5] , the following lemma is proved:
Identify 2T (X,r,p (b) ) c and 2T(X,r,p c (ft) ), and fix a direct sum decomposition (4) 2r^b> 6 * = XX {a -h \A, M , S, T), rfte summation being taken over S,T EW such that n(S) = a b n(T) = a 2 and /JL satisfying the conditions of (1) and (3).
Proof (1) and (2) follow form (10), (12) and the remarks preceding the proposition, and (4) follows from (3), (11) (7) and Proposition 3 to complete the proof of 3.
4. Now consider the special case where V is a fiber variety associated to G = SL (2,R) N ( = the direct product of N copies of SL(2,R)), K = SO (2,R) N , p: G->Sp(B) a representation equivalent to h copies of the identity representation, and T an irreducible subgroup of G satisfying the conditions given before. The quotient X = G/K may be identified with N copies of the upper half plane.
Denote by Z k the complex coordinate on the fc-th factor, and let z = ( (X, T, p (m) ) are studied. I) (fei,-• •, k p ; h,---, l q ;p( m ) ) contains all the harmonic F (m) -valued forms
which satisfy the condition: Application 1. Since the subspaces ffl {a -b} (V) are defined over Q, (see [1] , [8] 
is defined over Q when p^N/2. Application 2. The Hodge conjecture for V a fiber variety over an algebraic curve attached to an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q. -see [2] .
